Underwriting Performance
Do you know which metrics drive underwriting performance?

With so many assumptions in the quantification of risks, identifying the influencing indicators can be a real challenge. The numerous factors and data sources defining underwriting risk can easily mask your true exposure.

Accurately measuring and monitoring underwriting performance is paramount in informing strategic decision making. Holistic portfolio analysis brings together the best skills in underwriting and actuarial science to establish:

- Actual vs expected comparisons
- Aggregate management
- Loss developments
- Reinsurance recoveries
- Premium rate change
- Benchmarking against peers

→ What if you could give underwriters and actuaries one tool that allowed them to unify their expertise on collaborative solutions?

→ What if you had the most granular data, both current and historic, at your fingertips?

→ Would early warning of portfolio deterioration help mitigate further losses?

QuanTemplate
Empower your decision makers

→ Monitor deterioration to manage costs
→ Mitigate against exposures as they emerge
→ Enhance profitability with portfolio analytics